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BHU BLAT 2020 Actual Paper 

1.Assertion (A): The importance of custom diminishes with the growth of legal system. 

Reason (R): Custom is to society what law is to the state. 

Select your answer using the codes given below: 

A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A 
B. Both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A 
C. A is true but R is false. 
D. A is false but R is true. 
 

2.Assertion (A) : Judges must follow authoritative precedents. 

Reason (R): Authoritative precedents derive their authority from basic 

postulate of the legal system itself. 

Select your answer using the codes given below: 

A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A 
B. Both A and R are true and R is not the correct explanation of A 
C. A is true but Ris false. 
D. A is false but R is true. 
 

3.Assertion (A) : A corporate body is a distinct legal personality. 

Reason (R) : Because it is capable of suing and being sued. 

Select your answer using the Codes given below : 

A. Both A and R arc true and R is the correct explanation of A 
B. Both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A 
C. A is true but R is false. 
D. A is false but R is true. 
 

4.Legal Principle : A contract is an agreement enforceable by law. All agreements are contracts if they 
are made with free consent by parties competent to contract 

for a lawful consideration and with a lawful object. 

Factual Situation : Sumit, a 40-year old businessman of sound mind, agrees to sell his bungalow worth 
40 lakhs for 1 lakh. The agreement is : 

(I) Invalid due to inadequate consideration. 
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(II) Valid as there is lawful consideration. 

(Ill) Valid as Sumit entered into it with free consent. 

(IV) Valid because Sumit has capacity to contract. 

A. I only 
B. II and III only 
C. III only 
D. II, III and IV 
 

5.Legal Principle : Constitution of India guarantees fundamental right of equality 

Factual Situation : A, an accused is put on trial for certain offence for which a special court has been 
designated. 

A. Trial by Special Court is violations the right to equality under constitution 
B. Trial by Special Court is not violations of right to equality. 
C. Trial by the Special Court is not violations of the right to equality because a class of persons may be 
tried by Special Court. 
D. Trial by the Special Court is not violations of the right to equality because a reasonable class of 
persons may be tried by Special Court. 
 

6.Legal Principal : Only Parliament or State Legislatures have the authority to enact laws on their. own. 
No law made by the Legislatures can take away a person's Fundamental Right. 

Factual Situation : Parliament enacted the Citizenship (Amendment) Act, 2019 which according to a 
group of lawyers, is violating the Fundamental Rights of citizens. A group of lawyers file a writ petition 
challenging the constitutional validity of the statute seeking relief to quash the statute and further 
direct the Parliament to enact a new law. 

A. No Writ would lie against Parliament, as the Court has no authority to direct Parliament to enact or 
re-enact a law. 
B. The court can quash existing law if it violates Fundamental Rights and can direct Parliament to make 
a new law. 
C. The Court can quash the existing law if it violates Fundamental Rights but cannot direct Parliament to 
make a new law. 
D. The Court can not.direct the Parliament to enact a law. 
 

7.Principle : Nothing is an offence which is done in insanity. 

Facts : 'Shyam, under the influence of madness, attempts to kill 'Shobit', 'Shobit' to save his life kills 
'Shyam'. 

A. 'Shobit, has committed an offence 
B. 'Shyam' has not committed an offence because he was mad 
C. 'Shobit' has not committed any offence 
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D. 'Shyam' has committed the offence of attempt to murder 
 

8.Legal Principle : It is settled that ignorance of law is no excuse but ignorance of fact may be excused. 

John, a foreign national was carrying child pornographic material with him and was apprehended when 
he reached India. It is an offence to posses child pornographic material in India. John did not know this 
law. Can John be prosecuted in India ? 

A. John cannot be prosecuted because he had actually no knowledge about the Indian law. 
B. John cannot be prosecuted because ignorance of fact is excusable. 
C. John can be prosecuted because ignorance of law is not excusable. 
D. It is always in the discretion of court to decide in case involving foreigners. 
 

9.Which of the following committees has recommended measures for banning and controlling ragging 
in educational establishments in India ? 

A. The Raghavan Committee 
B. Jasraj Committee 
C. Narsilnhan Committee 
D. Soli Sorabjee Committee 
 

10.A Judge of the Supreme Court of India or High Court of any State can be removed by the President of 
India only: 

A. When the Principles of Natural Justice arc followed and the alleged misconduct is proved in an 
impartial enquiry. 
B. If he is satisfied through the report made by the Chief Justice of India that the misconduct of the judge 
has been proved. 
C. When an address is made by both the I-louses of Parliament in the same session asking for his/her 
removal on the grounds of proven misbehavior and incapacity. 
D. When the President and the Prime Minister are satisfied that he or she has committed a misconduct 
and the same has been proved before a competent authority. 
 

11.Legal Principle : A person shall not be guilty of contempt of court on the ground that he has 
published any matter which interferes with or obstructs or tends to obstruct the course of justice in 
connection with any civil or criminal proceeding pending at the time of the publication,' if at that time 
he had no reasonable grounds for believing that the proceeding was pending. 

Factual Situation : Rudra delivered a lecture at the local Rotary Club in favour of an accused who is 
prosecuted for assaulting a police officer. He said that the accused is a victim of prevailing corruption in 
the judiciary and he knows that the accused is going to be punished by the court for being honest. Is 
Rudra guilty of contempt of court ? 

A. No, not guilty of contempt of court. 
B. Yes, guilty of contempt of court. 
C. Yes, Rudra has dishonored judiciary. 
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D. No, Rudra is an honest man. 
 

12.In India, cyber terrorism is an offence punishable under : 

A. Information Technology Act; 2000 
B. POTA 
C. TADA 
D. Indian Penal Code 
 

13.Which among the following was described by Dr. B. R. Ambedkar as the "heart and soul of the 
Constitution of India" ? 

A. Freedom of Religion 
B. Right to constitutional Remedies 
C. Right to equality 
D. Right to move throughout the territory of India 
 

14.The object of which one of the following writs is to prevent a person to hold public office which he is 
not legally entitled to hold ? 

A. Mandamus 
B. Quo warranto 
C. Certiorari 
D. Prohibition 
 

15.Former Chief Justice of India Ranjan Gogoi was nominated to Rajya Sabha by the President of India on 
March 16, 2020, to fill the vacancy created after the retirement of senior advocate : 

A. Rajeev Dhavan 
B. Meenakshi Arora 
C. Sushil Kumar 
D. K. T. S. Tulsi 
 

16.A has applied to the telephone department to get a telephone connection. After undue delay, telephone 
was installed but it was not made operational immediately. A great deal of time passed before it was made 
operational. The applicant sues the department. Which of the following represents the true picture of the 
problem : 

A. Normal functioning of the department 
B. Deficiency of service by the department 
C. Failure of the applicant to pursue the case 
D. Negligence of the government 
 

17.Ad litem means : 
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A. Guardian appointed by the court to represent interest of a child 
B. Guardian 
C. Legal representative 
D. To throw light on an object 
 

18.Post-diem means : 

A. After the day 
B. Preceding day 
C. Date to be determined 
D. Uncertain date 
 

19.Nemo debet bi vexari means : 

A. No man ought to be twice vexed 
B. No one should be vexed unheard 
C. No one should give false testimony 
D. No one should be vexed malafide 
 

20.Post-Iidem motem means : 

A. After the beginning of litigation 
B. Concurrence of litigation 
C. Pre-litigation 
D. Plea bargain 
 

21.Virtue officii means : 

A. by virtue of office 
B. Vacant office 
C. Virtual office 
D. Demitting office 
 

22.Vigilantibus non dormientibusjura subveniunt means : 

A. Laws help to those who are watchful not to those who sleep 
B. Laws help those who help others 
C. Law makes vigilent 
D. Law incorporates equity 
 

23.Actio personalis moritur cum persona means : 

A. Cause of action comes to an end with the death 
B. Action is personal not general 
C. Rights of a person are general and specific both 
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D. Action ofa person after death 
 

24.Nemo est heres viventis means : 

A. A living person has no heir 
B. A living person has an heir 
C. Killer cannot be heir of the killed 
D. Divorce woman can not be an heir of her ex-husband 
 

25.Schedule IX of the Constitution of India deals with : 

A. Union and its territories 
B. Law protected from Judicial Review of the Court 
C. Form of Oaths 
D. Official languages 
 

26."Amnesty International" is a : 

A. U. N. Agency to fight terrorism 
B. Refugee camp in Croatia 
C. Wing of World Bank 
D. Human Rights Group 
 

27."Salwa Judum" practiced is certain places in India refers to : 

A. witchcraft 
B. arming civilians to fight mlitants 
C. training civilians in the use of fire arms 
D. training civilians to be home guards 
 

28.Which is the only State is India to have the Common Civil Code ? 

A. Uttar Pradesh 
B. Manipur 
C. National Capital Region of Delhi 
D. Goa 
 

29.Justice K. S. Puttaswamy V. Union of India (2017) decided by Supreme Court of India is related to : 

A. Right to life and liberty 
B. Right to religious freedom 
C. Right to privacy 
D. Right to equal pay for equal work 
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30.Who gave a dissenting opinion in the famous Sabrimala Temple judgement delivered by Supreme 
Court relating to entry of women of certain age group? 

A. Justice Deepak Misra 
B. Justice Khanwilkar 
C. Justice R. F. Nariman, 
D. Justice Indu Malhotra 
 

31.According to Austin, the law originates from the : 

A. command 
B. sovereign 
C. volksgeist 
D. all of the three 
 

32.A incites a dog to spring upon Z without Z's consent to cause injury. A commits the offence of : 

A. using criminal force 
B. criminal assault 
C. criminal intimidation 
D. mischief 
 

33.Which of the following is not an essential ingredient of criminal breach of trust? 

A. Misappropriation 
B. Entrustment 
C. Negligence 
D. Disposal of Property 
 

34.Who was the Chairperson of the 21st Law Commission of India? 

A. Justice Altmas Kabir 
B. Justice B . S. Chauhan 
C. Justice A . R. Lakshmanan 
D. Justice D . K. Jain 
 

35.The maximum duration of the zero hour in Lok Sabha can be: 

A. One hour 
B. Unspecified 
C. 30 minutes 
D. Two hours 
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36.In a meeting, A was presiding and B was participating as a member. In the course of debate, A became 
angry and ordered that B need to be thrown out of meeting. B, in fit of anger moved towards A saying I 
will throw you out of the chair but was stopped by A's security guards. B's act amounts: 

A. Indecent 
B. Assault 
C. Threat 
D. Fun 
 

37.'A' finds a purse lying on the road. He picks it up and keeps it with himself. After sometimes he uses 
the money kept in the purse for his own purpose. Which of the following course A should have adopted? 

A. He should not picked up the purse. 
B. He should have deposited the same with a reputed person. 
C. He should have taken step to find out the owner. 
D. He should have kept mum. 
 

38.While doing exercise 'A' met with an accident and fractured his leg. He was taken to a doctor. The 
doctor while treating him applied so much of force without using anaestheasia along with his three 
attendants to fix his leg and apply plaster. With this treatment patient went into coma and died. What 
action can be taken against the doctor? 

A. doctor did reasonable thing 
B. doctor ought have used anaesthesia 
C. doctor failed to observe standard medical procedure and hence negligent. 
D. patient failed to co-operate 
 

39.'A' and 'B' were married to each other. But for the last seven years they were living separately. They 
have not obtained divorce from the court. 'A' again enters into marriage relationship with Which of the 
following represents the marriage between 'A' and 'C'? 

A. valid 
B. void 
C. irregular 
D. voidable 
 

40.Who of the following is the legal advisor to the Government of India ? 

A. Solicitor General 
B. Attorney General 
C. Advocate General 
D. Chief Justice of India 
 

41.The time at Cairo is 2 hours ahead of Greenwich. Hence Cairo is located at : 
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A. 30 degree East longitude 
B. 30 degree West longitude 
C. 25 degree East longitude 
D. 25 degree West longitude 
 

42.Which of the following desert is rich in gold reserve? 

A. Atacama 
B. Mongolian 
C. Arabian 
D. Thar 
 

43.Which of the following is the wettest place in India ? 

A. Mawsynram 
B. Cherapunji 
C. Tiruanantpuram 
D. Bhubaneshwar 
 

44.Koderma in Jharkhand is a leading producer of: 

A. Mica 
B. Bauxite 
C. Iron 
D. Copper 
 

45."El Nino " effect is associated with : 

A. Pacific Jet Stream 
B. Canaries Current 
C. Gulf Current 
D. Humboldt Current 
 

46.Who was defeated by Sher Shah in the battle of Chausa ? 

A. Babur 
B. Humayun 
C. Shahjahan 
D. Akbar 
 

47.Tripitakas are the sacred texts of : 

A. Jainism 
B. Buddhism 
C. Parsi religion 
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D. Hinduism 
 

48.Which newspaper was edited by Bal Gangadhar Tilak ? 

A. The Bombay Chronicle 
B. Lokrajya 
C. Maratha 
D. Bengal Gazette 
 

49.Magasthenes was the ambassador of : 

A. Seleucus 
B. Alexander 
C. Darius 
D. Kanishka 
 

50.Which dynasty issued bilingual and bi-script coins in India for the first time ? 

A. Indo Greeks 
B. Shaka 
C. KuShana 
D. Parthian 
 

51."Operation Vanilla" started by the Indian Navy aiming at providing relief to cyclone affected area in : 

A. Madagascar 
B. Bangladesh 
C. Indonesia 
D. Nairobi 
 

52.Which of the following is a first non English movie received best picture Oscar award in February 2020 
? 

A. Parasite 
B. Once upon a time in Hollywood 
C. Joker 
D. Ford V. Ferrari 
 

53.According to Central Pollution Control Board, the city which is mostly polluted due to dumping and 
burning of waste is : 

A. Delhi 
B. Varanasi 
C. Chennai 
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D. Mumbai 
 

54.The first T-20 hat-trick was taken by : 

A. Brett Lee, Australia 
B. Nasem Shah, Pakistan 
C. Deepak Chahar, India 
D. Lasith Malinga, Sri Lanka 
 

55.Who has been appointed as the Deputy Governor of the Reserve Bank of India ? 

A. Michel Devbrata Patra 
B. Achyutanand Mukherjee 
C. M Rajeshwar Rao 
D. A P. Maheshwari 
 

56.Who among the following has been appointed as Foreign Secretary of India ? 

A. Harsh vardhan Shringla 
B. Vivek Katju 
C. Vijay Keshav Gokhale 
D. Sujatha Singh 
 

57.Book "R. N. Kao: Gentleman Spymaster" is written by : 

A. Nitin Anant Gokhale 
B. Suketu Mehta 
C. Rajindcr Prabhakar 
D. Bidisha Banerjee 
 

58.CAR T Cell therapy is used to cure : 

A. Blood Cancer 
B. AIDS 
C. Tuberculosis 
D. Malaria 
 

59.Which of the following substance is added in soap to make it antiseptic ? 

A. Bithionol 
B. Potassium Permanganate 
C. Nitrous Oxide 
D. Formaldehyde 
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60.The most abundant source of iron is : 

A. Green Vegetables 
B. Bean 
C. Milk Products 
D. Eggs 
 

61.Boric Acid added to talcum powder serves the purpose of : 

A. An antiseptic 
B. Sweat absorber 
C. Cooling Agent 
D. To fill up enlarged pores 
 

62."Manhattan Project" was initiated : 

A. to produce First Atomic Bomb 
B. to develop antibiotic during II World War 
C. to develop contraceptives 
D. to develop pesticide 
 

63.The proposed name for common currency of eight West African States is : 

A. ECO 
B. COIN 
C. NAT 
D. ROAR 
 

64.The President of European Council is : 

A. Charles Michel 
B. David Sassoli 
C. Donald Tusk 
D. Herman Von Rompuy 
 

65.Global Potato Conclave, 2020 was held at : 

A. Gujarat 
B. Bihar 
C. Haryana 
D. Punjab 
 

66.British Parliament passed the Indian Independence Act in : 
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A. January, 1947 
B. June, 1947 
C. July, 1947 
D. August, 1947 
 

67.According to Article 156 of the Constitution of India' what should be the minimum age of a person to 
hold the Governership of States ? 

A. 35 years 
B. 45 years 
C. 50 years 
D. 55 years 
 

68.Who was the first Indian to be elected to the British Parliament ? 

A. Gopal Krishna Gokhale 
B. Dadabhai Naoroji 
C. Pt. Madan Mohan Malviya 
D. Bipin Chandra Pal 
 

69."Do or Die" call was given by Gandhiji during : 

A. Quit India Movement 
B. Civil Disobedience Movement 
C. Non-cooperation Movement 
D. Khilafat Movement 
 

70.Which one of the following is regarded as the father of Indian Nationalism ? 

A. Gopal Krishna Gokhale 
B. Bal Gangadhar Tilak 
C. Surendranath Banerjee 
D. Lala Lajpat Rai 
 

71."Currency War" refers to : 

A. Devaluing respective currencies 
B. Amassing dollars 
C. Accumulation of gold 
D. Allowing free convertibility of respective currencies 
 

72.The rank of India in Global Democracy Index (GDI), 2019 is : 

A. 51st 
B. 45th 
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C. 61st 
D. 65th 
 

73.The Government of which State has appointed a nine year old girl named Valentina Elangbam as Green 
Ambassador ? 

A. Manipur 
B. Mizoram 
C. Nagaland 
D. Meghalaya 
 

74.The name of Woman IPS officer who scaled highest peak of Mount Denali in North America in June, 
2019 is : 

A. Aparna Kumar 
B. Merin Joseph 
C. Meera Borwankar 
D. Kanchan Chaudhary Bhattacharya 
 

75.Which of the following book was launched on the occasion of completion of two years of Sri Venkaiah 
Naidu as the Vice President of India ? 

A. Listening, Learning and Leading 
B. Changing India 
C. Education is Empowerment : A Book of Quotations on Education 
D. From a Party Worker to Vice President of India 
 

76.On January 22, 2020 in which country Mahatma Gandhi Convention Centre was inaugurated by the 
Foreign Minister of India Mr. S. Jaishankar ? 

A. Nigeria 
B. South Africa 
C. Sudan 
D. China 
 

77.Jaya is the name of high yielding variety of : 

A. Paddy 
B. Wheat 
C. Cotton 
D. Bajra 
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78.Cellulose is a : 

A. Polysaccharide 
B. Polypeptide 
C. Polyester 
D. Lactose 
 

79.The first human statue worshipped in India was of : 

A. Buddha 
B. Shiva 
C. Brahma 
D. Vishnu 
 

80.The main leaders of Swarajist Party were : 

A. Motilal Nehru and C R. Das 
B. B R. Ambedkar and P.C Joshi 
C. M. N. Roy and Muzaffar Ahmed 
D. Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel and Shyama Prasad Mukherjee 
 

81.If orange is called butter, butter is called soap, soap is called ink, ink is called honey and honey is called 
orange, which of the following is used for washing clothes? 

A. Honey 
B. Butter 
C. Ink 
D. Orange 
 

82.egg : fish : : ______ : Plant. 

A. leaf 
B. seed 
C. root 
D. stem 
 

83.'A' is twice as good workman as 'B', and together they complete a work in 15 days. In how many days 
can the work be complete by 'B' alone ? 

A. 22 
B. 45 
C. 59 
D. 61 
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84.Find the odd one out: 

A. Whale : mammal 
B. Salamander : insect 
C. Snake : reptile 
D. Frog : amphibian 
 

85.If A + B means A is the mother of B, A – B means A is the brother of B, A % B means A is the father of B 
and A × B means A is the sister of B, which of the following shows that P is the maternal uncle of Q ? 

A. Q – N + M × P 
B. P – M + N × Q 
C. Q – S % P 
D. P + S Â N - Q 
 

86.DDW : ECV :: FBU : ? 

A. AAG 
B. GAW 
C. VAG 
D. GAT 
 

87.If S is the brother of N, the sister of N is M, the brother of P is J and the daughter of S is P, then who is 
the uncle of J ? 

A. J 
B. S 
C. N 
D. M 
 

88.A can do a work in 15 days and B in 20 days. If they work on it together for 4 days, then the fraction 
of the work that is left, is : 

A. 1/2 
B. 5/8 
C. 2/3 
D. 8/15 
 

89.Pointing to a lady a person said, "The son of her only brother is the brother of my wife." How is the 
lady related to the person ? 

A. Maternal aunt 
B. Grandmother 
C. Sister of father in law 
D. Mother in law 
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90.In the first 10 overs of a cricket game, the run rate was only 3.2. What should be the run rate in the 
remaining 40 overs to reach the target of 282 runs? 

A. 6.25 
B. 6.45 
C. 8.50 
D. 5.86 
 

91.Find odd number in 8, 27, 64, 100, 125, 216, 343. 

A. 64 
B. 100 
C. 216 
D. 343 
 

92.Class A has a higher enrollment than Class B. 
Class C has a lower enrollment than Class B. 
Class A has a lower enrollment than Class C. 
 
If the first two statements are true, the third statement is : 

A. True 
B. False 
C. Uncertain 
D. None of the three 
 

93.The greatest number of four digits which is divisible by 15, 25, 40 and 75 is : 

A. 9600 
B. 6424 
C. 9000 
D. 6824 
 

94.An error 2% in excess is made while measuring the side of a square. The percentage of error in the 
calculated area of the square is: 

A. 3.5% 
B. 4.04% 
C. 2.02% 
D. 1.58% 
 

95.Value of  is 

A. 12 
B. 3 
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C. 6 
D. 1 
 

Direction: Study the following table and answer the Questions based on it: 
Expenditures of a Company (in Lakh Rupees) per Annum over the given Years. 

 

96.  

What is the average amount of interest per year which the company had to pay during this period? 

A. 36.66 Lakhs 
B. 32.56 Lakhs 
C. 25.25 Lakhs 
D. 41.26 Lakhs 
 

97.The total amount of bonus paid by the company during the given period is approximately what percent 
of the total amount of salary paid during this period? 

A. 0.1% 
B. 2% 
C. 1% 
D. 0.52% 
 

98.Total expenditure (approx.) on all these items in 1998 was approximately what percent of the total 
expenditure in 2002? 

A. 61% 
B. 63% 
C. 69% 
D. 71% 
 

99.The total expenditure of the company over these items during the year 2000 is: 

A. Rs. 540.35 Lakhs 
B. Rs. 544.44 Lakhs 
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C. Rs. 621.58 Lakhs 
D. Rs. 478.78 Lakhs 
 

100.The ratio between the total expenditure on Taxes for all the years and the total expenditure on Fuel 
and Transport for all the years respectively is approximately: 

A. 4 : 7 
B. 10 : 11 
C. 10 : 13 
D. 3 : 5 
 

101.Find the next number in the given sequence: 
 
53, 53, 40, 40, 27, 27, ? 

A. 25 
B. 13 
C. 14 
D. 11 
 

102.How many cubes are there in the following figure ? 
 

 

A. 10 
B. 13 
C. 11 
D. 9 
 

103.The number which is opposite to side 3 is : 
 

 

A. 5 
B. 4 
C. 1 
D. 6 
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104.In the following figure, find the shortest route to reach point B from the point A : 

 

A. ACB 
B. DEB 
C. AFB 
D. AEB 
 

105.Foresight : Anticipation :: Insomnia : ? 

A. Treatment 
B. Decease 
C. Sleepless 
D. Unrest 
 

106.The difference between compound interest and simple interest on Rs 500 for 2 years at 10% per 
annum, is : 

A. Rs. 10 
B. Rs. 5 
C. Rs. 12 
D. Rs. 15 
 

107.On what amount the compound interest for 3 years at 10% per annum will be 662? 

A. Rs. 2100 
B. Rs. 1900 
C. Rs. 2000 
D. Rs. 2200 
 

108.The sum of two numbers is 128 and their difference is 16 . The largest number is 

A. 68 
B. 73 
C. 70 
D. 72 
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109.A motorboat takes 6 hours to cover 100 km downstream and 30 km upstream. If the boat goes 75 
km downstream and returns back to starting point in 8 hours. The speed of boat in still water is: 

A. 22 km/hr. 
B. 20 km/hr. 
C. 24 km/hr. 
D. 30 km/hr. 
 

110.The age or father is equal to the square of the age of his son. The sum of age of the father and five 
times the age of the son is 66 years. The age of father is: 

A. 49 years 
B. 38 years 
C. 25 years 
D. 36 years 
 

111.If Geeta's salary is 20% less than that of Varun, then how much percent Varun's salary more than 
Geeta ? 

A. 20% 

B.  
C. 30% 
D. 25% 
 

112.The measure of an angle which is one fourth of its supplement is: 

A. 40˚ 
B. 32˚ 
C. 36˚ 
D. 28˚ 
 

113.'A' takes 10 days less than the time taken by 'B' to finish a piece of work. If 'A' and 'B' together can 
finish the work in 12 days. Find the time taken by 'B' to finish the work: 

A. 24 days 
B. 30 days 
C. 32 days 
D. 28 days 
 

114.The mean of 20 observations is 60. It was detected on rechecking that the value of 32 is wrongly 
copied as 62. The correct mean is: 

A. 59 
B. 59.60 
C. 58.5 
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D. 58 
 

115.The mean of 13 numbers is 45. If the mean of first 7 numbers is 42 and the mean of last 7 numbers 
is 48 . The 7th number is: 

A. 45 
B. 46 
C. 47 
D. 45.5 
 

116.A train travelling at a uniform speed for 360 Km would have taken 48 minutes less to travel the same 
distance if its speed were 5 Km/h more. Find the original speed of the train: 

A. 40 Km/h 
B. 45 Km/h 
C. 48 Km/h 
D. 50 Km/h 
 

117.  

A. 70 
B. 80 
C. 82 
D. 83 
 

118.What is the number nearest to 3609, which is completely divisible by 21? 

A. 3612 
B. 3608 
C. 3611 
D. 3610 
 

119.What is the unit digit in (3157)754 ? 

A. 7 
B. 8 
C. 9 
D. 0 
 

120.Which of the following numbers is exactly divisible by 99 ? 

A. 3572404 
B. 135792 
C. 913464 
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D. 114345 
 

Direction: Select the word nearest in meaning to the given words: 

121.  

Coup: 

A. Small enclosure 
B. Accident 
C. Sudden overthrow of a government 
D. Clever reply 
 

122.Emancipate: 

A. Restrain 
B. Correct morally 
C. Exist 
D. Set free 
 

123.Fictitious: 

A. False 
B. Fraud 
C. Foul 
D. Flattering 
 

124.Gluttony: 

A. Contentment 
B. Happiness 
C. Satisfaction 
D. Greed 
 

Direction: Select the word opposite in meaning to the given words 

125.  

Fiasco: 

A. Mansion 
B. Success 
C. Gamble 
D. Pollution 
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126.Turbulence: 

A. Calmness 
B. Noisy 
C. Hostility 
D. Impropriety 
 

127.Heterogeneous: 

A. Homogenous 
B. Similar 
C. Different 
D. Colourful 
 

128.Fabulous: 

A. Commonplace 
B. Literary 
C. Real 
D. Imaginary 
 

Direction: Select the correct meaning of the given idiomatic expressions:  

129.  

To bury the hatchet: 

A. To destroy 
B. To make peace 
C. To repair a costly furniture 
D. To dispute over a small thing 
 

130.Out and out: 

A. Slightly 
B. Absolutely 
C. Merely 
D. To go too far 
 

131.A good Samaritan: 

A. A clever person 
B. A priest 
C. A genuinely helpful person 
D. An honest politician 
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132.To scale up 

A. To increase the size or number 
B. To die for 
C. To deepen 
D. To kill 
 

Direction: Select the correct form of the verb to fill in the blanks in the given sentences: . 

133.  

They______ him since last November. 

A. seen 
B. have not seen 
C. do not see 
D. did not see 
 

134.If it _______the match will be cancelled. 

A. will rain 
B. would rain 
C. rained 
D. rains 
 

135.We should reach home before it _____ dark. 

A. got 
B. is getting 
C. gets 
D. will get 
 

136.When she met him, he ______a letter to his father. 

A. is writing 
B. will write 
C. was writing 
D. would write 
 

Direction: Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow : 
 
Today perhaps your only association with the word 'polio' is the Sabin Oral Vaccine that protects children 
from disease. Some decades ago, this was not so. The dreaded disease, which mainly affects the brain and 
the spinal cord, causes stiffening and weakening of the muscles, crippling and paralysis which is why I 
am in a wheelchair today. If somebody had predicted, when I was born, that this would happen to me, no 
one would have believed it. I was the seventh child in a family of four pairs of brothers and sisters, with 
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a huge 23-year gap between the first and the last. I was told that unlike the others, I was so fair and 
brown-haired that I looked like a foreigner than an Indian. I was also considered to be the healthiest of 
the brood.  

137.  

The word 'brood' in the passage refers to: 

A. foreign children. 
B. polio victims 
C. children in the family 
D. Indian children 
 

138.The narrator was the seventh child in a family of: 

A. 8 children 
B. 12 children 
C. 4 children 
D. 23 children 
 

139.In this passage, the narrator is a patient of: 

A. paralysis 
B. polio 
C. nervous weakness 
D. heart disease 
 

140.In his childhood, the narrator was: 

A. tall and slim 
B. short and stout 
C. a weakling 
D. very healthy 
 

Direction: Select the word which can be substituted for the given words. . 

141.  

A place where money is coined: 

A. Press 
B. Treasury 
C. Bank 
D. Mint 
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142.That which cannot be heard: 

A. Inaudible 
B. Audible 
C. Unheard 
D. Ineffaceable 
 

143.A decision which cannot be taken back: 

A. Rigid 
B. Irrevocable 
C. Order 
D. Brief 
 

144.A person who speaks for someone else: 

A. Reporter 
B. Alien 
C. Spokesman 
D. Supporter. 
 

Direction: Fill in the blanks with the correct preposition . 

145.  

India is committed ______ a policy of peaceful existence. 

A. by 
B. on 
C. at 
D. to 
 

146.My friend never jumps _______ the conclusion. 

A. at 
B. with 
C. by 
D. in 
 

147.The hero's voice reverberated ________ the walls of the castle. 

A. with 
B. of 
C. from 
D. in 
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Direction: Select the word which has been wrongly spelt . 

148.  

A. Distinguished 
B. Publication 
C. Ginger 
D. Transitary 
 

149. 

A. Poststructuralist 
B. Controversey 
C. Moderate 
D. Canvass 
 

150. 

A. Beginning 
B. Repertoire 
C. Receive 
D. Restourant 
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###ANSWERS### 

1. Ans. B.  

Both independent statements are true as both are premised on the common known jurisprudence about 
custom. However, the statement that, “Custom is to society, what law is to the state” has no relation to 
the growth of legal system. Thus B is the correct answer. 

2. Ans. A.  

Both the statements specified are true and R s the correct explanation of A as Judges must follow 
authoritative precedents. Thus is based on the jurisprudential postulate that Authoritative precedents 
derive their authority from basic postulate of the legal system itself. Therefore, this brings in certainty in 
law. 

3. Ans. A.  

A corporate body is a distinct legal personality because of the fact that the corporate body is capable of 
suing and being sued. Thus A is the correct answer. 

4. Ans. D.  

All agreements are contracts if they are made with free consent by parties competent to contract for a 
lawful consideration and with a lawful object. Thus all of these are prevalent in the transaction made by 
Sumit and it is a principle of law of contract that inadequacy of consideration amount does not by itself 
makes an agreement invalid, unless the same is specifically challenged by the parties. 

5. Ans. D.  

Article 14 includes within itself the difference on basis of reasonable classification. Accordingly, D is the 
correct answer as trial by special court is not in violation of the fundamental right to equality as 
reasonable class of persons may be tried by the Special Court. 

6. Ans. C.  

The legal principle provides that Only Parliament or State Legislatures have the authority to enact laws 
on their own. No law made by the Legislatures can take away a person's Fundamental Right. Thus the 
Court can quash the existing law if it violates Fundamental Rights but cannot direct Parliament to make 
a new law. 

7. Ans. B.  

The principle is that, nothing is an offence which is done in insanity. The consequential fact is that 'Shyam, 
under the influence of madness, attempts to kill 'Shobit.' Thus 'Shyam' has not committed an offence 
because he was mad. 

8. Ans. C.  

The fact is that John was carrying prohibtory material which is barred by law and the principle is that 
that ignorance of law is no excuse. Thus John can be prosecuted because ignorance of law is not excusable. 
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9. Ans. A.  

The Raghavan Committee report was formed to curb the menace of ragging in the higher education 
institutions in India on the orders of the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India. It submitted its report to the 
court in May 2007, which includes a proposal to include ragging as a special section under the 
Indian Penal Code. 

10. Ans. C.  

The process for the removal of a Supreme Court judge is mentioned in Article 124(4) of the Constitution. 
It is termed as impeachment. Article 124(4) says, "A Judge of the Supreme Court shall not be removed 
from his office except by an order of the President passed after an address by each House of Parliament 
supported by a majority of the total membership of that House and by a majority of not less than two-
thirds of the members of that House present and voting has been presented to the President in the same 
session for such removal on the ground of proved misbehaviour incapacity." 

11. Ans. B.  

In the factual matrix stated, Rudra said that the ‘accused’ is a victim of …. This clearly shows that he had 
the knowledge that proceedings were pending against him. Thus according to the principle stated, he is 
guilty for contempt. 

12. Ans. A.  

Cyberterrorism is a specifically defined offence under Section 66F of the IT Act, which may 
attract imprisonment for life. The conditions of the offence are as follows: a. the offence must be 
committed with the intent to threaten the unity, integrity, security or sovereignty of India, or to 
strike terror in the people. 

13. Ans. B.  

Article 32 of the Indian Constitution is called the heart and soul of the Constitution by the makers of the 
Constitution. It is called so because without Article 32 none of our Fundamental Rights which are 
incorporated under the Constitution can be enforced if there is any breach. 

14. Ans. B.  

The Writ of Quo-Warranto is the writ which is issued directing subordinate authorities to show under 
what authority they are holding the office. If a person has usurped a public office, the Court may direct 
him not to carry out any activities in the office or may announce the office to be vacant. 

15. Ans. D.  

Former Chief Justice of India Ranjan Gogoi was nominated to Rajya Sabha by the President of India on 
March 16, 2020, to fill the vacancy created after the retirement of senior advocate K. T. S. Tulsi. 

16. Ans. B.  

It was due to deficiency of service by the department as at last it was operational but it took a lot of time 
for the department to make it operational. 
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17. Ans. A.  

A person appointed to act in a lawsuit on behalf of a child or other person who is not considered capable 
of representing themselves. 

18. Ans. A.  

It means after the day. 

19. Ans. A.  

No person should be twice sued upon the same set of facts if there has been a final decision of a competent 
court. The maxim reflects the principles underlying the doctrine of estoppelper rem judicatam and issue 
estoppel. 

20. Ans. A.  

It means after the beginning of litigation. 

21. Ans. A.  

It means by virtue of his office. 

22. Ans. A.  

The laws serve the vigilant, not those who sleep. 

23. Ans. A.  

It means a personal right of action dies with the person". 

24. Ans. A.  

A maxim stating that a person's heir can be ascertained only at the time of his death, since until then his 
heir apparent may die or be disinherited. 

25. Ans. B.  

The Ninth Schedule contains a list of central and state laws which cannot be challenged in courts. It was 
created by the new Article 31B, which along with 31A was brought in by the government to protect laws 
related to agrarian reform and for abolishing the Zamindari system. 

26. Ans. D.  

Amnesty International is a worldwide human rights organization run by its members. It is independent 
of all governments and all financial players. It is also independent of political convictions and religious 
faiths. Amnesty International uncovers the facts about violations and breaches of human rights. 

27. Ans. B.  
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Salwa Judum (meaning "Peace March" or "Purification Hunt" in Gondi language) was a militia that was 
mobilised and deployed as part of anti-insurgency operations in Chhattisgarh, India, aimed at countering 
Naxalite violence in the region. 

28. Ans. D.  

Goa is the only state in India that has uniform civil code regardless of religion, gender, caste. Goa has a 
common family law. Thus Goa is the only Indian state that has a uniform civil code. In Goa Hindu, Muslim, 
Christians all are bound with the same law related to marriage, divorce, succession. 

29. Ans. C.  

Justice K. S. Puttaswamy (Retd.) and Anr. vs Union Of India And Ors is a landmark judgment of the 
Supreme Court of India, which holds that the right to privacy is protected as a fundamental constitutional 
right under Articles 14, 19 and 21 of the Constitution of India. 

30. Ans. C.  

Two dissenting judges Justice Nariman read out the dissenting view. He said that issues of Muslim and 
Parsi women were not part of the Sabarimala case that the judges were hearing, and so the matter should 
not have been tagged to that by the majority judgment. 

31. Ans. B.  

Command of the sovereign. Law, according to Austin, is a social fact and reflects relations of power and 
obedience. Drawing heavily on the thought of Jeremy Bentham, Austin was the first legal thinker to work 
out a fully developed positivistic theory of law. Austin argues that laws are rules, which he defines as a 
type of command. 

32. Ans. A.  

A incites a dog to spring upon Z, without Z's consent. Here, if A intends to cause injury, fear or annoyance 
to Z, he uses criminal force to Z. 

33. Ans. C.  

For an act to fall under this offence, all the essential ingredients, i.e. the free will of the transferee, 
entrustment of property, and its misappropriation, must be present. And the dishonest intention of 
accused is a crucial point to prove the offence. 

34. Ans. B.  

Justice Balbir Singh Chauhan, a former judge of the Supreme Court was appointed Chairman of the 21st 
Law Commission on 10 March. 

35. Ans. C.  

30 minutes. A member gets thirty minutes to raise an issue in the Zero Hour. 

36. Ans. A.  
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This was an indecent act on the part of both of the persons in the meeting. 

37. Ans. C.  

A should not have used the money but should have taken steps to find out about the owner of the purse. 

38. Ans. C.  

The doctor failed to observe standard medical procedure and hence became negligent. 

39. Ans. B.  

The new marriage shall be void as he has not taken divorce from the first wife. 

40. Ans. B.  

The 15th and current Attorney General is K. K. Venugopal. He was reappointed by Ram Nath Kovind, the 
President of India. He was formally appointed as with effect from 30 June 2017 and shall have a tenure 
of 3 years. 

41. Ans. A.  

For 2 hrs, there will be a difference of 30 degrees. So the correct answer is 30 degree east as Cairo is 
ahead of Greenwich time. Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) is the mean solar time at the Royal Observatory 
in Greenwich, London, reckoned from midnight. At different times in the past, it has been calculated in 
different ways, including being calculated from noon; as a consequence, it cannot be used to specify a 
precise time unless a context is given. 

42. Ans. A.  

The Atacama Desert is rich in metallic mineral resources such as copper, gold, silver and iron, as well as 
nonmetallic minerals including important deposits of boron, lithium, sodium nitrate, and potassium salts. 
The Atacama Desert is a desert plateau in South America covering a 1,600 km (990 mi) strip of land on 
the Pacific coast, west of the Andes Mountains. The Atacama Desert is the driest nonpolar desert in the 
world, as well as the only true desert to receive less precipitation than the polar deserts and the largest 
fog desert in the world. 

43. Ans. A.  

Mawsynram is a town in the East Khasi Hills district of Meghalaya state in northeastern India, 60.9 
kilometres from Shillong. Mawsynram receives the highest rainfall in India. 

44. Ans. A.  

Koderma is the leading producer of Mica. It is located in Hazaribagh belt of Jharkhand. Jharkhand, as a 
whole, is quite rich in minerals. 

45. Ans. A.  

El Nino can affect our weather significantly. The warmer waters cause the Pacific jet stream to move south 
of its neutral position. With this shift, areas in the northern U.S. and Canada are dryer and warmer than 
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usual. But in the U.S. Gulf Coast and Southeast, these periods are wetter than usual and have increased 
flooding. 

46. Ans. B.  

The Battle of Chausa was a notable military engagement between the Mughal emperor, Humayun, and 
the Afghan, Sher Shah Suri. It was fought on 26 June 1539 at Chausa, 10 miles southwest of Buxar in 
modern-day Bihar, India. Sher Shah was victorious and crowned himself Farid al-Dīn Shēr Shah. 

47. Ans. B.  

Tripiṭaka is the traditional term for the Buddhist scriptures. It is also called as Tipiṭaka (Pali), means 
Three Baskets. It is a compound Sanskrit word of tri meaning three, and pitaka or pita, meaning "basket 
or box". The 'three baskets' were originally the receptacles of the palm-leaf manuscripts on which were 
preserved the Sutta Piṭaka, the Vinaya Piṭaka and the Abhidhamma Piṭaka, the three divisions that 
constitute the Pali Canon. 

48. Ans. C.  

Kesari is a Marathi newspaper which was founded in 1881 by Lokmanya Bal Gangadhar Tilak, a 
prominent leader of the Indian Independence movement. Bal Gangadhar Tilak used to run his two 
newspapers, Kesari, in Marathi and Maratha (Run by Kesari-Maratha Trust)'' in English from Kesari 
Wada, Narayan Peth, Pune. 

49. Ans. A.  

Megasthenes an ancient Greek historian and diplomat, author of an account of India, the Indica, in four 
books. An Ionian, he was sent by the Hellenistic king Seleucus I on embassies to the Mauryan emperor 
Chandragupta. 

50. Ans. A.  

The Indo-Greek coins are very important source of ancient Indian history. Out of 42 Indo-Greek kings 
who ruled, about 34 kings are known only through their coins. Coins of such kings as Menander depicted 
them slowly progressing from their teenage to old age, which also indicated their long reigns. The high 
standard of coinage set by the Indo-Greeks worked as a model for several other Indian dynasties for a 
very long period of time. The representation of Indian religious figures and symbols in the Indo-Greek 
coins has a greater significance for the cultural history of South Asia. This illustrated the syncretism of 
the Indo-Greek rulers. A sort of cultural and religious fusion between India and Greece can be traced from 
these coins. Indo Greeks dynasty issued bilingual and bi-script coins in India for the first time. 

51. Ans. A.  

'Operation Vanilla' has been launched to provide assistance to the affected population of Madagascar post 
devastation caused by Cyclone Diane. Indian Navy Ship Airavat, whilst mission deployed in the Southern 
Indian Ocean has been diverted to Antsiranana based on request recieved from Madagascar. The ship will 
undertake Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief mission as part of 'Operation Vanilla' which has 
been launched to provide assistance to the affected population of Madagascar post devastation caused by 
Cyclone Diane. 
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52. Ans. A.  

The Korean thriller “Parasite” has become the first non-English language film to win the Oscar for best 
picture. South Korean director Bong Joon-ho’s movie also won best international film, best director and 
original screenplay. Renee Zellweger took home the best actress prize for her role in “Judy,” while Joaquin 
Phoenix received the best actor nod for “Joker.” Universal’s “1917” took home three prizes: 
cinematography, sound editing and visual effects. Disney garnered wins for “Toy Story 4” in the best 
animation category, “Jojo Rabbit” in the best adapted screenplay category and two for “Ford v. Ferrari,” 
which won for film editing and sound editing. Netflix, which nabbed 24 nominations for the big awards 
ceremony, more than any other media company this year, received trophies for best documentary and 
best supporting actress. Warner Bros. scored wins for best score and best actor. 

53. Ans. A.  

The city which is mostly polluted due to dumping and burning of waste is Delhi. The major polluting 
activity in the city is open waste dumping and it is also the major polluting source identified in NCR, along 
with open burning of waste. This was revealed by Central Pollution Control Board in a recent meeting 
with the government agencies of the four NCR states and the officials were briefed on the need for 
proactive actions by helping agencies concerned in redressing the social media complaints related to air 
pollution. 

54. Ans. A.  

It is a relatively rare event in Twenty20 International (T20I) cricket with only 13 occurrences in over 
1,000 matches. The first Twenty20 hat-trick was taken by Brett Lee of Australia, playing against 
Bangladesh in Cape Town on September 2007. Lasith Malinga is the only bowler with multiple T20I hat-
tricks. 

55. Ans. C.  

RBI appointed M Rajeshwar Rao as the new deputy governor. Rao who was appointed after the 
retirement of NS Vishwanathan, has been given the charge of department of regulation, enforcement, 
legal and risk monitoring. Present Deputy Governors of RBI are Shri M. Rajeshwar Rao, Dr. M. D. Patra, 
Shri M. K. Jain & Shri B. P. Kanungo. Current Governor of RBI is Shri Shaktikant Das, currently serving as 
the 25th governor of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), he was earlier a member of the Fifteenth Finance 
Commission and India's Sherpa to the G20. 

56. Ans. A.  

The Appointments Committee of Cabinet (ACC) has approved the appointment of Harsh Vardhan Shringla 
as foreign secretary of India. Harsh Vardhan Shringla is an Indian Foreign Service Officer serving as the 
33rd and current Foreign Secretary of India, since 29 January 2020. He previously served as the 
Ambassador of India to the United States of America, High Commissioner to Bangladesh and Ambassador 
to Thailand. 
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57. Ans. A.  

R.N. Kao: Gentleman Spymaster is a biography of Rameshwar Nath Kao, the founding chief of India's 
external intelligence agency, the Research and Analysis Wing (R&AW). Written by Nitin A. Gokhale, the 
book was published by Bloomsbury India in November 2019. 

58. Ans. A.  

CAR T-cell therapy is used to treat certain blood cancers, and it is being studied in the treatment of other 
types of cancer. Also called chimeric antigen receptor T-cell therapy. 

59. Ans. A.  

Bithionol (the compound is also called bithional) is added to soaps to impart antiseptic properties. 

60. Ans. A.  

Dark green leafy vegetables like spinach, kale, beet greens are rich in iron content. 

61. Ans. A.  

Boric acid can be used as an antiseptic for minor burns or cuts and is sometimes used in salves and 
dressings, such as boracic lint. Boric acid is applied in a very dilute solution as an eye wash. Dilute boric 
acid can be used as a vaginal douche to treat bacterial vaginosis due to excessive alkalinity, as well as 
candidiasis due to non-albicans candida. 

62. Ans. A.  

The Manhattan Project was started in response to fears that German scientists had been working on a 
weapon using nuclear technology since the 1930s—and that Adolf Hitler was prepared to use it. 

63. Ans. A.  

Eight West African countries Saturday agreed to change the name of their common currency to Eco and 
severed the CFA franc's links to former colonial ruler France. The CFA franc was initially pegged to the 
French franc and has been linked to the euro for about two decades. 

64. Ans. A.  

The president of the European Council is the person presiding over and driving forward the work of the 
European Council, as well as a principal representative of the European Union on the world stage. Charles 
Michel is the President of European Council. The European Council (informally EUCO) is a collegiate body 
that defines the overall political directions and priorities of the European Union. It comprises the heads 
of state or government of the EU member states, along with the President of the European Council and 
the President of the European Commission. 

65. Ans. A.  

Indian Potato Association (IPA) in collaboration with ICAR-Central Potato Research Institute, Shimla and 
Indian Council of Agricultural Research, (ICAR) New Delhi, had organized the Global Potato Conclave 
2020 (GPC 2020) at Gandhinagar, Gujarat. 
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66. Ans. C.  

The Indian Independence Act, enacted and adopted by the British Parliament, receives royal assent on 18 
July 1947. The Indian Independence Act creates two new independent Dominions: India (Hindu) and 
Pakistan (Muslim), the latter being divided into two territories (West Pakistan and East Pakistan). 

67. Ans. A.  

A governor must: be a [citizen of India]. be at least 35 years of age. not be a member of the either house 
of the parliament or house of the state legislature. 

Art. 156. Term of office of Governor 

(1) The Governor shall hold office during the pleasure of the President 

(2) The Governor may, by writing under his hand addressed to the President, resign his office 

(3) Subject to the foregoing provisions of this article, a Governor shall hold for a term of five years from 
the date on which he enters upon his office 

(4) Provided that a Governor shall, notwithstanding the expiration of his term, continue to hold office 
until his successor enters upon his office 

68. Ans. B.  

Naoroji moved to Britain once again and continued his political involvement. Elected for the Liberal Party 
in Finsbury Central at the 1892 general election, he was the first British Indian MP. 

69. Ans. A.  

The movement began from Mumbai's Gawalia Tank Maidan also called the August Kranti Maidan on 
August 8, 1942. At August Kranti Maidan, Mahatma Gandhi delivered his famous "do or die" speech, which 
marked the beginning of Quit India Movement. 

70. Ans. C.  

Surendranath Banerjee is known as the father of Indian Nationalism, many a times people get this con 
fused with Bal Gangadhar Tilak. Bal Gangadhar Tilak is the father of Assertive Nationalism, Not the father 
of Indian Nationalism. 

71. Ans. A.  

A currency war refers to a situation where a number of nations seek to deliberately depreciate the value 
of their domestic currencies in order to stimulate their economies. 

72. Ans. A.  

India was ranked 51st in the 2019 Democracy Index. The overall list was topped by Norway, followed by 
Iceland and Sweden. Other countries in the top 10 include New Zealand at the fourth place, Finland (5th), 
Ireland (6th), Denmark (7th), Canada (8th), Australia (9th) and Switzerland (10th). North Korea was at 
the bottom of the global ranking at 167th place 
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73. Ans. A.  

Days after a video of her crying inconsolably over the felling of two trees in her locality, a 9-year-old girl 
from Hiyanglam Makha Leikai in Kakching district of Manipur has been made the ambassador of Chief 
Minister N Biren Singh's Green Manipur Mission. 

74. Ans. A.  

Aparna Kumar scaled the Mount Denali in North America which has a summit elevation of 20,310 feet 
above sea level. The IPS officer has also completed her 7th summit in the "7 Summits" challenge. She has, 
hence, become the first civil servant and IPS officer to achieve the feat. 

75. Ans. A.  

The Bureau of Outreach and Communication of the I&B Ministry has come out with a book on Vice 
President Venkaiah Naidu's 2 years in office. The book will be released in Chennai, chronicling the Vice 
President's incredible journey. A book chronicling the Vice President's two years in office-' Listening, 
Learning and Leading'- has been prepared by the Bureau of Outreach and Communications of the 
Information and Broadcasting Ministry. 

76. Ans. A.  

A $56-million convention centre dedicated to Mahatma Gandhi, the first such structure established in 
Africa by India, has been inaugurated in Niger by external affairs minister S Jaishankar and Nigerien 
President Mahamadou Issoufou. 

77. Ans. A.  

New high-yielding varieties of rice (paddy) Jaya and Padma. During the green revolution, semi-dwarf 
varieties were derived from the IR-8 and its derivatives later introduced in India in 1966. The better-
yielding rice varieties 'Jaya' and 'Ratna' were then developed 1966. It increases the rice production from 
35 million tonnes to 89.5 million tonnes in India. 

78. Ans. A.  

Cellulose is a polysaccharide composed of a linear chain of β-1,4 linked d-glucose units with a degree of 
polymerization ranged from several hundreds to over ten thousands, which is the most abundant organic 
polymer on the earth. 

79. Ans. A.  

Because Vishnu, Shiva, Brahma is being counted in God category and not in human, while Buddha was a 
human. 

80. Ans. A.  

In December 1922, Chittaranjan Das, Narasimha Chintaman Kelkar and Motilal Nehru formed the 
Congress-Khilafat Swarajaya Party with Das as the president and Nehru as one of the secretaries. 
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81. Ans. C.  

It is given that orange is called butter, butter is called soap, soap is called ink, ink is called honey, honey 
is called sugar. We have to find what is used for washing clothes. 

We know very well that for washing cloths we use soap. In the question it is given that soap is called ink. 
So logically, ink is used for washing clothes. 

82. Ans. B.  

As fish develops from eggs same as plants develops from the seeds. 

83. Ans. B.  

Let number of days to complete the work by B = 2x. 

Then, number of days to complete the work by A = x. 

According to the question: 

 

⇒  

⇒  

⇒ 2x = 45 

Hence, number of days to complete the work by B alone = 45. 

84. Ans. B.  

Whale is a class of mammal, snake is a class of reptile and frog is a class of amphibian but salamander is 
not a class of insects. Salamander is a class of amphibian so it is odd one out here. 

85. Ans. B.  

From option (A), 

Q – N + M × P 

Q – N ⇒ Q is brother of N. 

N + M ⇒ N is mother of M. 

M × P ⇒ M is sister of P. 

M × P ⇒ M is sister of P. 
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From the above information we can draw the following figure: 

 

Above figure indicates that Q is the maternal uncle of P. 

From option (B), 

P – M + N × Q 

P – M ⇒ P is brother of M. 

M + N ⇒ M is mother of N. 

N × Q ⇒ N is sister of Q. 

From the above information we can draw the following figure: 

 

Above figure indicates that P is the maternal uncle of Q. 

Hence, option (B) is correct. 

86. Ans. D.  

 

Hence, option (D) is correct. 

87. Ans. C.  

From the given information, we can draw the following diagram: 
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S cannot have any other brother except N as M is mentioned as their sister. So, uncle of J is N. 

88. Ans. D.  

One day’s work of A and B together =  =  =  

Four day’s work of A and B together = 4 ×  =  

Remaining work = 1 –  =  

89. Ans. C.  

Brother of person’s wife is brother-in-law of that person. Father of his brother-in-law is his father-in-law. 
Therefore, that lady is sister of father in law of that person. 

90. Ans. A.  

Total runs scored in first 10 overs = 10 × 3.2 = 32 

Required run rate in next 40 overs =  

=  

91. Ans. B.  

The pattern of the series is 23, 33, 43, 53, 63, 73. But, 100 is not a perfect cube. 

92. Ans. B.  

From first statement ⇒ Class A > Class B 

From second statement II ⇒ Class B > Class C 

From first two statements, 

Class A > Class B > Class C 
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Therefore, it is obvious that third statement is False. 

93. Ans. A.  

LCM of 15, 25, 40 and 75 = 600 

We know that, greatest 4 digit number = 9999 

When we divide 9999 by 600 remainder will be 399. 

Hence, required number = 9999 – 399 = 9600 

94. Ans. B.  

Let length of side of square be 100 cm. 

After error of 2% in excess length of side will be 102 cm. 

A1 = 100 × 100 = 10000 cm2 

A2 = 102 × 102 = 10404 cm2 

Percentage error =  = 4.04% 

95. Ans. C.  

We know that, a2 – b2 = (a + b)(a – b) 

So, =  = 3.39 + 2.61 = 6 

96. Ans. A.  

Average amount of interest paid by the Company during the given period 

 =  =  = Rs 36.66 Lakhs 

97. Ans. C.  

Total amount of bonus = 3.00 + 2.52 + 3.84 + 3.68 + 3.96 = Rs 17 Lakhs 

Total amount of salary = 288 + 342 + 324 + 336 + 420 = Rs 1710 Lakhs 

Required percentage =  = 1% (approximate value) 

98. Ans. C.  
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Required percentage =  

=  = 69.446% = 69% (approx) 

99. Ans. B.  

Total expenditure of the Company during year 2000 

 = Rs. (324 + 101 + 3.84 + 41.6 + 74) lakhs 

 = Rs. 544.44 lakhs. 

100. Ans. C.  

Required ratio =  = (approximately) 

101. Ans. C.  

Pattern of the series is as follows: 

(First number),(First number), (First number – 13 = Second number), (Second number),( Second 
number),… 

So, (53), (53), (53-13 = 40),(40),(40-13 = 27), (27), (27-13=14) 

Hence, required number = 14 

102. Ans. A.  

As per the given above figure , we can clearly see that Six cubes are visible. 

Hidden number of cubes = 2 + 1 + 1 = 4 

Total number of cubes = 6 + 4 = 10 

Hence, option (A) is correct. 

103. Ans. D.  

Adjacent numbers of side 3 = 1,2,4,5 

So, it is clear that opposite of side 3 will be 6. 

104. Ans. C.  

It is clear from the given figure that AFB is the shortest route to reach from point A to B. 

105. Ans. C.  
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The words in each pair are synonyms to each other. Here, Foresight and Anticipation are synonyms to 
each other and Insomnia is a synonym to Sleepless. 

106. Ans. B.  

Give, rate of interest = 10% 

Time, t = 2 years 

Principal amount = Rs 500 

CI = 500  = 500  = 500  = 500 ×  = Rs 105 

SI =  = Rs 100 

Difference = 105 – 100 = Rs 5 

107. Ans. C.  

Let amount be P. 

CI = P  

662 = P  

662 = P  

662 = P  = P = P ×  

P = 662 ×  = 2000 

Hence, required amount = Rs 2000 

108. Ans. D.  

Let largest number be ‘x’ then smallest number will be (128 – x). 

According to the question: 

x – (128 – x) = 16 

2x = 16 + 128 = 144 
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x = 144/2 = 72 

109. Ans. B.  

Let speed of boat in still water be x km/hr and speed of stream be y km/hr. 

According to the question: 

 = 6…(i) 

 = 8…(ii) 

Let  = u and  = v 

After putting these values in equation (i) and (ii), 

100 u + 30 v = 6 ⇒ 50 u + 15 v = 3…(iii) 

75 u + 75 v = 8…(iv) 

Now, multiply by 5 in eq. (iii), we get 

250 u + 75 v = 15…(v) 

Subtracting eq. (iv) in (v), we get: 

175 u = 7 

⇒ u = =  

Putting, this value of u in eq. (iii), we get: 

50 ×  + 15 v = 3 

15 v = 3 – 2 = 1 

v =  

Now, we can write  and  

So, x + y = 25…(vi) 

x – y = 15…(vii) 
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After solving eq. (vi) and (vii), we get: 

x = 20 and y = 5 

Hence, speed of boat in still water = 20 km/hr 

110. Ans. D.  

Let age of son be x years then sum of father will be x2 years. 

Now, according to the question: 

x2 + 5x = 66 

⇒ x2 + 5x – 66 = 0 

⇒ x2 + 11x – 6x - 66 = 0 

⇒ x(x + 11) – 6(x + 11) = 0 

⇒ (x + 11) (x – 6) = 0 

⇒ x = 6 years [Since, age cannot be negative] 

Age of father = x2 = 62 = 36 years 

111. Ans. D.  

Let salary of Varun = Rs 100 

Salary of Geeta = 80 

Required percentage =  

112. Ans. C.  

Let measure of angle = x˚ 

It’s supplementary angle = 180 – x 

Now, according to the question, 

x =  

⇒ 4x = 180 – x 

⇒ 5x = 180 

⇒ x =  = 36⁰ 
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113. Ans. B.  

Let time taken by B to finish the work = x days 

Time taken by A to finish the work = (x – 10) days 

According to the question: 

 

⇒  

⇒ 24x – 120 = x2 – 10x 

⇒ x2 – 10x – 24x + 120 = 0 

⇒ x2 – 34x + 120 = 0 

⇒ x2 – 30x – 4x + 120 = 0 

⇒ x(x – 30) – 4(x – 30) = 0 

⇒ (x – 30)(x – 4) = 0 

⇒ x = 30, 4 

If x = 4, then A alone can finish the work = 4 – 10 = – 6 days, which is not possible. 

So, x = 30 

Hence, time taken by B to finish the work = 30 days 

114. Ans. C.  

Total sum = 20 × 60 = 1200 

Correct sum = 1200 + 32 – 62 = 1170 

Correct mean = = 58.5 

115. Ans. A.  

Required number = 7 × 42 + 7 × 48 – 13 × 45 = 294 + 336 – 585 = 45 

116. Ans. B.  

Let original speed of the train = x Km/h 
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According to the question, 

 

⇒  

⇒ 1800x + 9000 – 1800x = 4x2 + 20x 

⇒ 4x2 + 20x – 9000 = 0 

⇒ x2 + 5x – 1800 = 0 

⇒ x2 + 45x – 40x – 1800 = 0 

⇒ x (x + 45) – 40(x + 45) = 0 

⇒ (x + 45) (x – 40) = 0 

⇒ x = 45km/h [speed cannot be negative] 

117. Ans. D.  

 

=  [  =  

= 141 – 58 = 83 

118. Ans. A.  

Divide 3609 with 21 we get 18 as remainder. 

So, required number = 3609 + 21 – 18 = 3612 

119. Ans. C.  

Unit digit in (3157)754 = unit digit in (7)754 

= unit digit in (74)188 x 72 

= unit digit in (1 x 49) = 9 

Hence, unit digit in (3157)754 = 9 

120. Ans. D.  
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11 and 9 are co-prime factors of 99. 

We know that if a number is divisible by 9 then its sum of digits must be divisible by 9 and also if a number 
is divisible by 11 then difference of sum of digits at odd places and sum of digits at even places should be 
either 0 or divisible by 11. Here, both are applicable on number 114345. So, it is the required number. 

[Note: we can use here hit and trial method also.] 

121. Ans. C.  

Coup means a sudden, violent and illegal seizure of power from government. Hence, option C is the right 
answer. 

122. Ans. D.  

Emancipate means to set free, particularly from legal, social or political restrictions. Hence, option D is 
the right answer. 

123. Ans. A.  

Fictitious refers to something which is not real or true. Hence, option A is the right answer. 

124. Ans. D.  

Gluttony means habitual greed or excess in eating. Hence, option D is the right answer. 

125. Ans. B.  

Fiasco means a complete failure, particularly in a humiliating way. Hence, option B is the right answer. 

126. Ans. A.  

Turbulence means violent or unsteady movement of air or water. Hence, option A is the right answer. 

127. Ans. A.  

Heterogeneous refers to something which is diverse in character or content. Hence, the right answer is A 

128. Ans. A.  

Fabulous refers to something which is extraordinary and wonderful. Hence, option A is the right answer. 

129. Ans. B.  

To bury the hatchet means to end a quarrel and become friendly. Hence, the right answer is option B. 

130. Ans. B.  

Out and out means in every aspect of something or absolutely. Hence, option B is the right answer. 
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131. Ans. C.  

A good Samaritan refers to someone who is a charitable or helpful person. Hence, option C is the right 
answer. 

132. Ans. A.  

Scale up means to increase in size or number, particularly in a constant proportion. Hence, option A is the 
right answer. 

133. Ans. B.  

Since time is mentioned at the end of the sentence, it is clear that perfect tense will be used. Hence, option 
B is the right answer. 

134. Ans. D.  

A conditional statement expressing a general truth contains the if clause in simple present tense. Hence, 
the right answer is option D. 

135. Ans. C.  

From the context, it is clear that the statement is talking about a general course or action. And if we need 
to generalize things, we use present simple tense. Hence, option C is the right answer. 

136. Ans. C.  

Since the tense in the first half of the sentence is past simple, it is clear that the blank should be filled by 
a term which denoted past tense. Hence, option C is the right answer. 

137. Ans. C.  

From the context, it is clear that brood refers to children in the family. Rest of the options simply widens 
the scope of the of the passage because talking about children from all over India, or the polio victims 
does not do justice to the content of the passage. Hence, option C is the right answer. 

138. Ans. A.  

It is clearly stated in the passage that the author was the 7th child in a family of 4 pairs of brothers and 
sisters. Hence, option A is the right answer. 

139. Ans. B.  

In the first line, the author has mentioned the disease polio and in subsequent lines, he goes on to say that 
polio was the reason why he had to resort to wheelchair. Hence, option B is the right answer. 

140. Ans. D.  

The last line of the passage clearly states that in his childhood, the narrator was the healthiest among the 
children. Hence, option D is the right answer. 
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141. Ans. D.  

A place where money is coined is known as mint. Hence, option D is the right answer. 

142. Ans. A.  

Something which can’t be heard is known as inaudible. Hence, option A is the right answer. 

143. Ans. B.  

Irrevocable refers to a decision that can’t be reversed. Hence, option B is the right answer. 

144. Ans. C.  

A person who is chosen to speak for someone else in known as spokesperson. Hence, option 

145. Ans. D.  

In general, the preposition ‘to’ is used to denote movement from one place to another. However, there 
are some word in English language which are frequently associated with a particular preposition. 
‘Committed to’ is one such association and hence, option D is the right answer. 

146. Ans. A.  

‘At’ is used to denote the location of a something, particularly a place. However, it can also be used for 
abstract nouns such as ‘conclusion’ as well. Since the statement talks about reaching towards a particular 
conclusion, option A is the right answer. 

147. Ans. C.  

‘From’ is used to denote a point at which a particular journey starts. As per the context, it is clear that the 
vibrations echoed from the wall. Hence, option C is the right answer. 

148. Ans. D.  

The correct spelling should be transitory. Hence, option D is the right answer. 

149. Ans. B.  

The correct spelling should be controversy. Hence, option B is the right answer. 

150. Ans. D.  

The correct spelling should be restaurant. Hence, option D is the right answer. 
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